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April 2019: Plan forward
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Florence: Ramping up to LHC Run 3 

Lyon JME Workshop 
at Run 2 restart

Getting ready for 13 TeV: Vienna 
workshop on Jets and missing 
energy

LPC Workshop: JetMET at 
High Pile-up, Preparation 
for LHC Run II

Hamburg JetMET 
workshop

Helsinki JetMET workshop: 
physics at 100 fb-1



Where we are now
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+2.5 years
+1 year

Hamburg JetMET 
workshop

• Higher pileup and larger data volume


• Goals of increased efficiency and precision in all realms


• New sub-detectors to incorporate


• And more!

…with new goals and challenges

9



2014/2015 workshops
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+2.+

01/27/14 Philip Harris JetMET Status 5

Deconstructing JetMet

Jet Tagging
PU METs

Jets & MET

PF Candidates

Pileup 
Removal
& JEC 

Each Level 
builds on 
previous levels

Each step tells us about the previous step

Getting ready for running

Pulse 
reconstruction Not completely JetMET

2014 we will rebuild 
from bottom to top

 / 27CMS Jets and MET overview, Jan 28, 2014 @ Fermilab LPC Mikko Voutilainen, Helsinki

Pile-up on many levels
There’s no silver bullet to combating pile-up, we 
need to be prudent at every level:

detector signal processing (time window, pulse shape)

reconstruction (cell thresholds, CHS)

jet clustering (Rcone, trimming/pruning/filtering)

offline algorithms (PUJetID, MVA MET, MET significance)

calibration (JEC L1, JER)

Because this is a workshop, I’ll focus a bit more on 
what doesn’t work yet, rather than what does

E.g. Artur’s CMS week talk is a good reference on 
what does work

Apologies for being a bit jet-centric in this talk
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 / 27CMS Jets and MET overview, Jan 28, 2014 @ Fermilab LPC Mikko Voutilainen, Helsinki

CHS
Current version of charged hadron subtraction (CHS) removes ~50% of pile-up at |η|<2.4

Up to 30% of remaining PU could be removed with better track-vertex association
However, great care needs to be taken to avoid over-subtracting tracks from hard scatter

Caveat: offset discontinuous at |η|~2.4 => jets may tilt at high PU

6
Ia Iashvili Francesco PandolfiECAL OOT simulation in 
Run 1; change to 25ns 
spacing

CHS still “new thing” First PUPPI talk in JME in 
2014



2017 workshop: Keep on rebuilding…
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JME Workshop Helsinki 17/05/09Robert Schöfbeck

analysis

data/MC SF

JEC/JER/
tagging

jets / ET
miss

local IT PU
CHS/puppi

particle flow

alignment/
calibration

reconstruction ladder

local reco�
OOT PU

garbage in – garbage out.
at each step.



2017 workshop: Keep on rebuilding…
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JME Workshop Helsinki 17/05/09Robert Schöfbeck

analysis

data/MC SF

JEC/JER/
tagging

jets / ET
miss

local IT PU
CHS/puppi

particle flow

alignment/
calibration

reconstruction ladder

local reco�
OOT PU

garbage in – garbage out.
at each step.

analysis

data/MC SF

JEC/JER/
tagging

jets / ET
miss

local IT PU
CHS/puppi

particle flow

alignment/
calibration

local reco�
OOT PU

ECAL
HCAL

Tracking
Muons

gains
response

geometry
raddam

clusters
linking

particle Id

muon 
recovery

theory/sim
algo devel

tuning
jet types: PF, Calo

jet algos: AK, CA
cone sizes

PU residual

dijet bal.
Z bal.

multijet

global fit

tagging SF

PU subtract.

MC JEC/R

flavor corr.

q/g/PU/W/top/H

JME Workshop Helsinki 17/05/09Robert Schöfbeck



… across the years
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correlations and homogeneity

2016

2017

2018

prompt data rereco data

initial MC final MC

prompt data rereco data

initial MC final MC

prompt data rereco data

initial MC final MC

ag
in
g	
de

te
ct
or
	

understand the differences

co
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ns
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rre
la

tio
ns

co
rre

la
tio

ns
co

rre
la

tio
ns

com
pensate	by	calibra2on	

new challenge: data and MC correlations 



Heavy object tagging

7

“baseline”

8

and a summary of all t quark, and W, Z or Higgs boson identification algorithms is presented294

in Table 1.295

Table 1: Summary of the CMS algorithms for the identification of hadronically decaying
t quarks and W, Z and Higgs bosons. The column “pT (jet)” indicates the jet pT threshold
to be used in each algorithm.

Algorithm pT (jet) [GeV] t quark W boson Z boson Higgs boson decay modes
mSD + t32 400 X
mSD + t32 + b 400 X
mSD + t21 200 X X
HOTVR 200 X
N3 � BDT (CA15) 200 X
mSD + N2 200 X X X
BEST 500 X X X X
ImageTop 600 X
DeepAK8 200 X X X X X

Jet mass decorrelated algorithms
mSD + NDDT

2 200 X X X
double–b 300 X X
ImageTop–MD 600 X
DeepAK8–MD 200 X X X X X

6.1 Jet grooming and substructure variable-based algorithms296

Historically, the boosted t quark and W/Z/H boson tagging methods used by the CMS Col-297

laboration are based on a combination of selection criteria on the jet mass and and the energy298

distribution inside the jet [16–20].299

The jet mass is one of the most powerful observables to discriminate t quark and W/Z/H300

boson jets from background jets (i.e. jets stemming from the hadronization of light quarks or301

gluons). QCD will cause a radiative shower of quarks and gluons, which will be collimated302

within a jet. The probability for a gluon to be radiated from a propagating quark or gluon is303

inversely proportional to the angle and energy of the radiated gluon, hence will tend to appear304

close to the direction of the original quark or gluon. These radiated gluons tend to be soft,305

resulting in a characteristic “Sudakov” peak structure. This is explained in detail in Ref. [8].306

Contributions from initial state radiation, the underlying event, and pileup also contribute307

strongly to the jet mass, especially at larger values of R. As such, the jet mass from QCD scales308

as the product of the jet pT and R.309

Methods have been developed to remove soft or uncorrelated radiation from jets, called “groom-310

ing” methods. These methods strongly reduce the “Sudakov” peak structure in the jet mass dis-311

tribution. Removing the soft and uncorrelated radiation results in a much weaker dependence312

of the jet mass on its pT.313

The t quark and W/Z/H bosons have an intrinsic mass, and the jet substructure tends to314

be dominated by electroweak splittings at larger angles than QCD. This can be exploited to315

separate such jets from jets arising from heavy SM particles.316

The grooming method used most often in CMS is the “modified mass drop tagger” algorithm317

(mMDT) [55], which is a special case of the “soft drop” (SD) method [56]. This algorithm318

systematically removes the soft and collinear radiation from the jet in a manner that can be319

theoretically calculated [57, 58] (see comparisons to data in Ref. [8]).320

28 

Shimmin et.al. 
arXiv:1703.03507 
 

machine learning, biased view 

Conway et.al 
arXiv:1606.06859 

o multiclassification considered seriously
o  DeepTop: use jet images in deep NN

o  another example of raw input
o  real deal: stability wrt to experimental, �

modelling unc., �
PU etc.

o  adversarial NN: �
decorrelate taggers
o  force flat efficiency �

to reduce mass sculpting
o  trade some performance for gain in stability

DeepTop 
Kasieczka et.al. 
arXiv1701.08784 
 

33 

boosted top tagging
CMS-PAS-JME-15-002, CMS-DP-2015/034 

�B = 1%

�B = 2%

50% 60% 

CHS Puppi
o  systematic comparison �

no dramatic differences �
of combined taggers

o  ‘safe’ default: mSD + τ21 + b 
o  cut-based or in BDT. Stability vs PU, jet pT, and subjet b-tag efficiency

mSD + τ21 + b  

32 

tagging boosted W/Z
CMS-PAS-B2G-17-002 

o  extensive MC studies of 
groomers and PU mitigation �
in Run-1, LS1 and until now 

o  AK8 PF+CHS/Puppi jets and 
SD(�=0) (i.e. MMD) �
with τ21 is CMS default

MMD
… and studied in data!

o  O(10%) SF measured 
routinely

o  factorized, universal 
tools, e.g. H(bb) tagger

VH resonance search
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Building Jet & MET from Bottom Up!

Local 
Reconstruction

Particle Flow

Jets / MET

Calibration & 
Tagging

Analysis

Pile up subtraction at 
PF (CHS & PUPPI) 

Jet types (PF, Calo), 
algorithms (AK, CA) 
cones (0.4, 0.8, 1.5)

Comparison of 
Data & Simulation 

Residual 
corrections and 

scale factors 

Who forgot to 
take the trash 

out? Go back to 
step 1

Jet energy scale and 
resolution 

Flavor and heavy 
object tagging 

algorithm development

Algorithms, 
alignments and 

calibrations of all 
sub detectors 

Linking of sub 
detector deposits 

and particle 
identification

Aging detector

Huge validation 
efforts!

Huge validation 
efforts!

2019: Run2 has concluded

8
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Jets & Calibration: Uncertainties and Outlook
2016 Problems:

• Dynamic pixel inefficiency - loss of performance in charged hadrons as a function of time with the  
• ECAL gain switch issues - mis measurement of high energy electrons/γ  

2017 Problems:
• Loss of transparency of the ECAL end-caps 
• Pre-firing problem in L1 in the ECAL endcap detectors 

2018 Problems:
• Local reconstruction issues with HCAL (Negative energy filter) 
• Loss of 2 Sectors in the HCAL Endcap  

Never ending battle: How do we move forward? For precision Run2, for Run3?

• Time dependent MC? Can this reduce the uncertainties due to non-harmonized data? 
• Streamlining the JEC analysis. Can this help coping with unprecedented amount of data is being 

analyzed - we need to be faster than all CMS analyzers! 
• Increasing the dimensionality of the corrections? Detector started having phi-dependent problems..

2019: Run2 has concluded

9

Stay tuned for early, mid, and late Run 3 
challenges: They will come, stay vigilant!

Already quite significant in 
2016 for endcap jets



It’s Good to Finally See Everyone in Person! 
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It’s Good to Finally See Everyone in Person!

2

At the end of LHC Run 2 with 160/fb 
of data collected, this workshop focuses 
on strategies to achieve best precision 
in jet, MET and jet substructure calibration, 
as well as preparation of new techniques 
for Run 3.
The workshop comprises an open session 
with talks from ATLAS, CMS and theory on 
jet and MET algorithms and performance.

At the end of LHC Run 2 with 160/fb 
of data collected, this workshop focuses 
on strategies to achieve best precision 
in jet, MET and jet substructure calibration, 
as well as preparation of new techniques 
for Run 3.
The workshop comprises an open session 
with talks from ATLAS, CMS and theory on 
jet and MET algorithms and performance.

The workshop fee is 110 Euro. For more information and to register please go to:

www.desy.de/jetmet2019
Organising committee: 
Robin Cameron Aggleton, Zeynep Demiragli, Andreas Hinzmann, 
Anastasia Karavdina, Gregor Kasieczka, Isabell Melzer-Pellmann,
Hartmut Stadie

CMS JetMET Workshop
15-17 April 2019
University of Hamburg & DESY
Germany

CMS JetMET Workshop
15-17 April 2019
University of Hamburg & DESY
Germany

Last workshop in 2019!

2022

2020 - 2021



We’ve made some progress since then... 
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JME Publications

+more papers coming soon!

We’ve made some progress since then…

3

CMS Publications 
which rely heavily  
on JetMET, of course!



And introduced some new faces 
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And introduced some new faces

4

20222019 20212020



Anna Benecke

HCAL Out Of Time PU (OOTPU)

!15

Contact cms-dpg-conveners-hcal@cern.ch!9

Example of single channel reconstruction in 2018 HB

• Example of fit result in a single HPD+QIE8 channel with a 25 ns bunch spacing


• Dots are digitized data samples, with uncertainties including electronic noise, photo-
statistical, and ADC granularity components


• The red distribution is the in-time pulse (amplitude used in further reconstruction)

• Light blue distributions are fitted 
out-of-time pulses, and grey 
dashed line is the fitted baseline 
value


• Dark blue distribution is total fit, 
including all four components


• Most of the charge is attributed 
to the in-time pulse
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S 
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01
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01
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• Signal from HCAl consist of 
several events 

• No OOTPU: 
Uses sum of charge in the 
triggered and next samples 
corrected by an additional 
containment factor to account for 
the pulse tail  

• With OOTPU: 
Fits up to three pulses in 
triggered, previous, and next 
bunch crossings with variable 
amplitude

NEW

April 2019: Plan forward…Jet reconstruction at CMS
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ECAL 

pulse reconstruction

HCAL 

pulse reconstruction

Track

reconstruction

Particle Flow 

linking 


and particle 
reconstruction

Particle Flow 

cluster 

reconstruction 

and calibration

Per particle 
pileup removal 
(CHS, PUPPI)

Jet 

Clustering

Jet & MET 
corrections

Pileup

Jet ID

Quark /
gluon 

jet ID

W/Z/H/t

tagging Data 

quality

James Dolen BOOST 2015 - Chicago

Introduction

• Searches with boosted bosons →  
decay products merged into a single 
jet (V jets) 

• Techniques used to identify these 
objects will be discussed in detail in 
other talks this week 

- Only a quick summary today 

• V jets occur in many BSM models, 
some of which have dedicated talks 
at BOOST (VV resonances, V+MET 
etc.), therefore I will concentrate on 
top partner models which produce a 
very rich phenomenology containing 
boosted V 
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Figure 5: Simulated particle-level offset hpT,offset ptcli defined in Eq. 3 for |h| < 1.3 (left), and
residual offset after correcting for pileup with Eq. 2 (right), versus particle jet pT, for different
values of average number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing (hµi).
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Figure 6: Simulated particle-level offset versus pT separately for each type of PF candidate
(left). Average pT offset density versus jet distance parameter R for various pT,ptcl and compared
to a random-cone offset density versus cone radius (right). The jet or cone area Aj corresponds
to pR2.

• Many Run-II changes 
• ECAL Multifit and HCAL Method 2 effectively remove 

out-of-time pileup 

Detector-level reconstruction

• Track reconstruction  
- Improved computation time  
- Improvements to out-of-time pileup 

removal and high pT tracking (pixel 
cluster splitting, jet core high pT 
iteration)

Jet Substructure “Planning for the future” Event at the Fermilab LPC - Nov 30, 2016J. Dolen

Pulse shape not contained within 25ns bins → 
Overlap from previous/following bunch crossing 
→ Fit of ECAL/HCAL pulses to subtract OOT-PU

Schematic by J. Dolen13



Anna Benecke

HCAL Out Of Time PU (OOTPU)

!16Contact cms-dpg-conveners-hcal@cern.ch

• Same events are used in each distributions, but no OOTPU scenario has long tail with 
ratio of HCAL energy to track momentum above 2.0 due to pileup contributions


• Out-of-time pileup mitigation improves hadronic energy resolution

!11

Charged hadron resolution

• Relative response of HCAL energy to 
track momentum for isolated charged 
pion candidates with track 
momentum between 20 and 30 GeV. 


• Black (red) points and fitted gaussian 
are with (without) out-of-time pileup 
subtraction


• RMS values are calculated for plotted 
range only
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no OOTPU scenario has long tail with ratio of HCAL energy to track momentum 
above 2.0 due to pileup contributions 

NEW

CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction Jet reconstruction at CMS
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Introduction

• Searches with boosted bosons →  
decay products merged into a single 
jet (V jets) 

• Techniques used to identify these 
objects will be discussed in detail in 
other talks this week 

- Only a quick summary today 

• V jets occur in many BSM models, 
some of which have dedicated talks 
at BOOST (VV resonances, V+MET 
etc.), therefore I will concentrate on 
top partner models which produce a 
very rich phenomenology containing 
boosted V 
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Figure 5: Simulated particle-level offset hpT,offset ptcli defined in Eq. 3 for |h| < 1.3 (left), and
residual offset after correcting for pileup with Eq. 2 (right), versus particle jet pT, for different
values of average number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing (hµi).
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Figure 6: Simulated particle-level offset versus pT separately for each type of PF candidate
(left). Average pT offset density versus jet distance parameter R for various pT,ptcl and compared
to a random-cone offset density versus cone radius (right). The jet or cone area Aj corresponds
to pR2.

• Many Run-II changes 
• ECAL Multifit and HCAL Method 2 effectively remove 

out-of-time pileup 

Detector-level reconstruction

• Track reconstruction  
- Improved computation time  
- Improvements to out-of-time pileup 

removal and high pT tracking (pixel 
cluster splitting, jet core high pT 
iteration)

Jet Substructure “Planning for the future” Event at the Fermilab LPC - Nov 30, 2016J. Dolen

Improved resolution/scale with 
OOTPU mitigation

Schematic by J. Dolen

Anna Benecke

HCAL Out Of Time PU (OOTPU)

!16Contact cms-dpg-conveners-hcal@cern.ch

• Same events are used in each distributions, but no OOTPU scenario has long tail with 
ratio of HCAL energy to track momentum above 2.0 due to pileup contributions


• Out-of-time pileup mitigation improves hadronic energy resolution

!11

Charged hadron resolution

• Relative response of HCAL energy to 
track momentum for isolated charged 
pion candidates with track 
momentum between 20 and 30 GeV. 


• Black (red) points and fitted gaussian 
are with (without) out-of-time pileup 
subtraction


• RMS values are calculated for plotted 
range only
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no OOTPU scenario has long tail with ratio of HCAL energy to track momentum 
above 2.0 due to pileup contributions 

NEW

CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction 

�3

Jet reconstruction at CMS
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Introduction

• Searches with boosted bosons →  
decay products merged into a single 
jet (V jets) 

• Techniques used to identify these 
objects will be discussed in detail in 
other talks this week 

- Only a quick summary today 

• V jets occur in many BSM models, 
some of which have dedicated talks 
at BOOST (VV resonances, V+MET 
etc.), therefore I will concentrate on 
top partner models which produce a 
very rich phenomenology containing 
boosted V 
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Figure 5: Simulated particle-level offset hpT,offset ptcli defined in Eq. 3 for |h| < 1.3 (left), and
residual offset after correcting for pileup with Eq. 2 (right), versus particle jet pT, for different
values of average number of pileup interactions per bunch crossing (hµi).
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Figure 6: Simulated particle-level offset versus pT separately for each type of PF candidate
(left). Average pT offset density versus jet distance parameter R for various pT,ptcl and compared
to a random-cone offset density versus cone radius (right). The jet or cone area Aj corresponds
to pR2.

• Many Run-II changes 
• ECAL Multifit and HCAL Method 2 effectively remove 

out-of-time pileup 

Detector-level reconstruction

• Track reconstruction  
- Improved computation time  
- Improvements to out-of-time pileup 

removal and high pT tracking (pixel 
cluster splitting, jet core high pT 
iteration)

Jet Substructure “Planning for the future” Event at the Fermilab LPC - Nov 30, 2016J. Dolen

Improved resolution/scale with 
OOTPU mitigation

Schematic by J. Dolen14



CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction Jet reconstruction at CMS
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pulse reconstruction
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pulse reconstruction

Track
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Particle Flow 
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and particle 
reconstruction

Particle Flow 

cluster 

reconstruction 
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• Enables per-particle calibration 

• Run II modifications led to critical 
improvements in jet substructure 
performance

Particle flow

Jet Substructure “Planning for the future” Event at the Fermilab LPC - Nov 30, 2016J. Dolen

JINST 12 (2017) no.10, P10003 

Try to reconstruct individual 
particle candidates, combining 
information from various 
detectors 
• Charged hadrons (tracker)
• Photons (ECAL)
• Neutral hadrons (HCAL)
• +Electrons/muons

‣ Form jets and MET using 
particle candidates 

‣ PF greatly improves CMS jet 
energy resolution as 
compared to calorimeter-only 
reconstruction.

Schematic by J. Dolen15
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Schematic by J. Dolen
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Jet reconstruction at CMS
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pulse reconstruction
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pulse reconstruction

Track
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Particle Flow 
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and particle 
reconstruction

Particle Flow 

cluster 
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Per particle 
pileup removal 
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Jet 
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Jet & MET 
corrections

Pileup

Jet ID

Quark /
gluon 

jet ID

W/Z/H/t

tagging Data 

quality

James Dolen BOOST 2015 - Chicago

Introduction

• Searches with boosted bosons →  
decay products merged into a single 
jet (V jets) 

• Techniques used to identify these 
objects will be discussed in detail in 
other talks this week 

- Only a quick summary today 

• V jets occur in many BSM models, 
some of which have dedicated talks 
at BOOST (VV resonances, V+MET 
etc.), therefore I will concentrate on 
top partner models which produce a 
very rich phenomenology containing 
boosted V 

2

b

b
H

W
q

q

q
Z

q

Measure 
SF

CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction 
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Schematic by J. Dolen

CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction

ECAL pulse 
reconstruction

HCAL pulse 
reconstruction

Track
reconstruction

PF cluster 
reconstruction and 

calibration

PF linking and 
particle 

reconstruction

Per-particle PU 
mitigation 

(CHS, PUPPI)
Jet clustering

Jet Energy 
Corrections

PU Jet ID

Quark-gluon Jet 
ID

W/t/Z/H 
tagging

MET

typeI correction 3

Flavor 
tagging

Will briefly go through all of 
these aspects
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PF linking and Per-particle PU 
mitigation 

(CHS, PUPPI)
Jet clustering

Jet Energy 
Corrections

PU Jet ID

Quark-gluon Jet 
ID

W/t/Z/H 
tagging

MET

typeI correction 3

Flavor 
tagging

CMS (jets and MET) reconstruction

ECAL pulse 
reconstruction

HCAL pulse 
reconstruction

Track
reconstruction

PF cluster 
reconstruction and 

calibration

PF linking and 
particle 

reconstruction

Per-particle PU 
mitigation 

(CHS, PUPPI)
Jet clustering

Jet Energy 
Corrections

PU Jet ID

Quark-gluon Jet 
ID

W/t/Z/H 
tagging

MET

typeI correction 3

Flavor 
tagging

What can we do 
! Act on PF candidates 

! delete from list→CHS 
! assign weight based on 

event→PUPPI 
! Act on jets

! Correct for PU offset in JEC
! Identify PU jets (PUJetID) 



Charged Hadron Subtraction for jets

19

Particle Flow Charged Hadron Subtraction (CHS)
• Majority of pileup is from charged particles
• CHS removes individual charged hadrons from pileup vertices (ca. 2/3 of offset 

energy in barrel)
• Inherent limitation: Only works in tracker-covered region, only works on charged 

component

CMS DP-2021/033 



Extension to neutral deposits: PUPPI in CMS
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Figures can be found in “Pileup Per Particle Identification”, arXive:1407.6013.
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Concept : neutral particles close 
to charged particles from LV are 
likely to be from LV. 

Scale momentum by its PUPPI 
weight : 

PUPPI is extendable to the 
forward region by redefining 
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particles. “Pileup mitigation at CMS and ATLAS” Satoshi Hasegawa, QCD at LHC 2018 Workshop, 27-31 Aug 2018, Dresden, Germany. /22
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PUPPI for Run 3
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• PUPPI more stable against PU in jet substructure variable


• Improved JER for PUPPI to be better or the same than CHS over the whole  
range


• PUPPI can deal better with unexpected noise like the ECAL noise in 2017

pT

Why PUPPI?

3

More stable against PU in many variables like soft drop mass, MET resolution, 
jet efficiency and purity

Performances of 
PUPPI jets/MET  were 
extensively studied and 
compared to CHS jets/
PF MET in JME-18-001 
and the UL tune PUPPI 
v15 in DP-21-001

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP-2020-017
2020/09/18

CMS-JME-18-001

Pileup mitigation at CMS in 13 TeV data

The CMS Collaboration⇤

Abstract

With increasing instantaneous luminosity at the LHC come additional reconstruc-
tion challenges. At high luminosity, many collisions occur simultaneously within one
proton-proton bunch crossing. The isolation of an interesting collision from the ad-
ditional “pileup” collisions is needed for effective physics performance. In the CMS
Collaboration, several techniques capable of mitigating the impact of these pileup
collisions have been developed. Such methods include charged-hadron subtraction,
pileup jet identification, isospin-based neutral particle “db” correction, and, most re-
cently, pileup per particle identification. This paper surveys the performance of these
techniques for jet and missing transverse momentum reconstruction, as well as muon
isolation. The analysis makes use of data corresponding to 35.9 fb�1 collected with
the CMS experiment in 2016 at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The performance of
each algorithm is discussed for up to 70 simultaneous collisions per bunch crossing.
Significant improvements are found in the identification of pileup jets, the jet energy,
mass, and angular resolution, missing transverse momentum resolution, and muon
isolation when using pileup per particle identification.

”Published in the Journal of Instrumentation as doi:10.1088/1748-0221/15/09/P09018.”

c� 2020 CERN for the benefit of the CMS Collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 license

⇤See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members
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Jet reconstruction arXiv:0802.1189

Sequential cluster algorithms defined by the two quantities

dij = min
⇣
p

2k
T,i , p

2k
T,j

⌘ �2
ij

R2 , diB = p
2k
T,i

Behavior controlled by parameter k =

8
><

>:

1 Durham kt

0 Cambridge/Aachen
�1 anti � kt

! different sensitivity to soft particles (soft emissions, pileup, underlying event)
Markus Seidel (Maryland) Jet structure and event shapes at the LHC April 25, 2019 5 / 28

CMS: Typical choice for small-R jets: 
R=0.4; R=0.8 for large-R jets

 arXiv:0802.1189v2

https://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1189v2


Jet energy corrections
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Ɣ/Z+jet,MJB (pT)

Factorized approach to JEC: 
• Pileup corrections to correct for offset energy (noPU vs. PU jet matching) 
• Correction to particle level jet vs. 𝑝

𝑇 and η from simulation 
• Only for data: Small residual corrections (Pileup/relative and absolute) to 

correct for differences between data and simulation

JEC corrects 
reconstructed jets - on 
average - back to particle 
level 

(vs. pTgen , η, A, pileup μ)
< preco

T > / < pgen
T > = 1



 
Jet energy scale determination in data
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Jet energy scale uncertainties (old)
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! Below 1% uncertainty in the barrel region (but slightly higher than in Run 
1 as of now (stay tuned)), ultimate goal: 0.1%

! Challenging Run 2 conditions: High PU, ageing detector, different run 
periods have significantly distinct features

! Evolving methods to cope: combine all available channels “everywhere”, 
introduce new channels, increase selection efficiency, introduce more 
ML.
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Jet energy scale uncertainties (old)
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! Below 1% uncertainty in the barrel region (but slightly higher than in Run 
1 as of now (stay tuned)), ultimate goal: 0.1%

! Challenging Run 2 conditions: High PU, ageing detector, different run 
periods have significantly distinct features

! Evolving methods to cope: combine all available channels “everywhere”, 
introduce new channels, increase selection efficiency, introduce more 
ML.
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Several datasets used for MET 
studies 
! Monojet, dijet 

(MET cleaning studies) 
! Dilepton (Z→μμ, ee) 

and single-photon  
(MET scale and resolution) 

! Single-lepton  
(MET performances in 
events with genuine MET) 

Anomalous MET arising from detector noise, machine-
induced background or reconstruction failure; needs to be 
adapted each year

DP-2020/018 
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! MET using PUPPI weights significantly 
better resolution for average Run 2 PU

! Stable vs. PU
! Scale turn-on to be improved; tails can 

behave differently

9. Performance of pmiss
T

algorithms 13
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Figure 5: The p
miss
T trigger efficiency as a function of offline p

miss
T , measured using a single-

electron sample. The efficiency of each reconstruction algorithm, namely the L1, the calori-
meter, and the PF-based p

miss
T algorithms, is shown separately. The numbers in parentheses

correspond to the HLT p
miss
T thresholds. The logical OR of the L1 p

miss
T triggers with require-

ments on p
miss
T greater than 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 120 GeV are used.

9 Performance of pmiss
T

algorithms443

A well-measured Z/g boson provides a unique event axis and a precise momentum scale. To444

this end, the response and resolution of p
miss
T is studied in samples with an identified Z boson445

decaying to a pair of electrons or muons, or with an isolated photon. Such events should have446

little or no genuine p
miss
T , and the performance is measured by comparing the momenta of the447

vector boson to that of the hadronic recoil system. The hadronic recoil system is defined as the448

vector pT sum of all PF candidates except for the vector boson (or its decay products in the case449

of the Z boson decay). In Fig. 6 the kinematic representations of the transverse momenta of the450

vector boson and the hadronic recoil, ~qT and ~uT, are shown. Momentum conservation in the451

transverse plane imposes~qT + ~uT + ~pmiss
T = 0.452

Figure 6: Illustration of the Z boson (left) and photon (right) event kinematics in the transverse
plane. The vector ~uT denotes the vectorial sum of all particles reconstructed in the event except
for the two leptons from the Z decay (left) or the photon (right).

The components of the hadronic recoil parallel and perpendicular to the boson axis are denoted453

by uk and u?, respectively. These are used to study the p
miss
T response and resolution. Specifi-454

cally, the mean of the distribution of the magnitude of ~u|| +~q?, denoted as uk + qT, is used to455

estimate the p
miss
T response, whereas the RMS of the uk + qT and u? distributions are used to456

estimate the resolution of uk and u?, denoted by s(uk) and s(u?), respectively. The response457

of p
miss
T is defined as �huki/hqTi where h i indicates the mean of the distributions.458

Run 2 average PU (μ~34)(CMS DP-2020/031)

(CMS DP-2020/031)
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16 6 Quark and gluon jet identification
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Figure 11: HERWIG++ (v2.7.0 with CUETHS1 tune)) and PYTHIA8 (v8.205 with CUETP8M1
tune) gluon- and quark-jet selection efficiencies by applying a fixed cut on the likelihood output
LD>0.5. Efficiencies are evaluated in dijet events (left) or Z+jet events (right), as a function of
the jet pT with or without the data-driven reshaping of the outputs.

! Likelihood discriminant 
using 3 variables: pTD,σ2, 
multiplicity 

! Data somewhere between 
PYTHIA and Herwig

! BDT/DNN approaches 
under study as well

! Multi-variant technique to reject 
PU jets. Relevant for PFCHS 
jets

! 12 variables used for BDT 
training: differences in jet 
shapes, and tracking related 
quantities, q/g variables 

! PU jets much reduced by 
PUPPI

5. Jet reconstruction 15

be larger for quark jets than for gluon jets, and smaller than both quark jets and gluon jets for381

PU jets. The Ntotal, p
D

T and s2 variables have previously been used for a dedicated quark- and382

gluon-separation technique and more details on their definition and performance can be found383

in Ref. [7].384

Figure 7 shows b and the charged particle multiplicity of jets with 30 < pT < 50 GeV and385

|h| < 1 in data and simulation. The variables in selected data events are found to be well-386

modeled by simulation, with a clear separation in the discriminating variables between LV jets387

and PU jets.388
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Figure 7: Data-to-simulation comparison for two input variables, b (upper left), charged parti-
cle multiplicity(upper right). On the lower is a data-to-simulation comparison of the Boosted
Decision Tree output of the PU jet ID for AK4 jets with 30 < pT < 50 GeV for the region within
the tracker volume (left) and the region having jet 3 < |h| < 5. Black dots are data while the
colored areas are DY+jets simulation events. The simulation sample is split into jets originat-
ing from quarks (red), gluons (purple), PU (green), and jets that could not be assigned (gray).
The distribution are normalized to unity. In the lower plots the shape of a sample showered
with HERWIG is superimposed and included in the total uncertainty band in the ratio plot (light
gray). Also included in the ratio plot is the PU rate uncertainty (dark gray).

The set of 12 variables listed in Table 2 is used to train a boosted decision tree algorithm (BDT),389

and to distinguish jets from the LV from PU jets. For the BDT training, MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO390

Drell-Yan (DY)+jets simulation events are used. To perform the training, reconstructed jets that391

are within a distance of DR < 0.4 from any generator particle jet are regarded as jets from the392
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Flavor 
tagging! DNN-multiclassification standard 

CMS tagger for heavy flavour ID in 
Run2

! Also classes for light quarks/gluons

! Heavy object tagging 
benchmark paper

! And new developments 
since then (e.g. 
ParticleNet mass 
regression, 
DP-2021-017)

. Jet Classification techniques in CMS in Run 2 - Moriond EWK 2019 !7

Heavy flavour tagging

An history of tagging in run 2

NN based DNN based

High level variables High + low level variables

CSV DeepCSV DeepFlavour

Properties of jets containing b hadrons: 
• High mass                  (~5 GeV) 
• Long lifetime             (1.5 ps) 
• Large γcτ                    (few mm) 
• Larger number of charged particles 
• Leptonic decays (b ➙ µX 20%)

➙

➙

. Jet Classification techniques in CMS in Run 2 - Moriond EWK 2019 !11

DeepFlavour

The last tagger of run 2 

multi-classification algorithm  

Input variables 
properties of charged and  
neutral particle-flow candidates 
+ secondary vertices  
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A history of HF tagging in Run 2

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP-2020-037
2020/06/09

CMS-JME-18-002

Identification of heavy, energetic, hadronically decaying
particles using machine-learning techniques

The CMS Collaboration⇤

Abstract

Machine-learning (ML) techniques are explored to identify and classify hadronic de-
cays of highly Lorentz-boosted W/Z/Higgs bosons and top quarks. Techniques with-
out ML have also been evaluated and are included for comparison. The identification
performances of a variety of algorithms are characterized in simulated events and
directly compared with data. The algorithms are validated using proton-proton col-
lision data at

p
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1.

Systematic uncertainties are assessed by comparing the results obtained using simu-
lation and collision data. The new techniques studied in this paper provide significant
performance improvements over non-ML techniques, reducing the background rate
by up to an order of magnitude at the same signal efficiency.

”Published in the Journal of Instrumentation as doi:10.1088/1748-0221/15/06/P06005.”

c� 2020 CERN for the benefit of the CMS Collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 license

⇤See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members
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Building Jet & MET from Bottom Up!

Local 
Reconstruction

Particle Flow

Jets / MET

Calibration & 
Tagging

Analysis

Pile up subtraction at 
PF (CHS & PUPPI) 

Jet types (PF, Calo), 
algorithms (AK, CA) 
cones (0.4, 0.8, 1.5)

Comparison of 
Data & Simulation 

Residual 
corrections and 

scale factors 

Who forgot to 
take the trash 

out? Go back to 
step 1

Jet energy scale and 
resolution 

Flavor and heavy 
object tagging 

algorithm development

Algorithms, 
alignments and 

calibrations of all 
sub detectors 

Linking of sub 
detector deposits 

and particle 
identification

Aging detector

Huge validation 
efforts!

Huge validation 
efforts! ! This cycle is here to stay, so need to:

! Maximise time on physics 
understanding

! Minimise time on technical overhead: 
Streamlining of JME workflows

Need to put the pieces together
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Huge validation 
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Huge validation 
efforts! ! This cycle is here to stay, so need to:

! Maximise time on physics 
understanding

! Minimise time on technical overhead: 
Streamlining of JME workflows• Higher pileup and larger data volume


• Goals of increased efficiency and precision in all realms


• New sub-detectors to incorporate


• And more!

…with new goals and challenges

9

! Keep innovating:
! New detector upgrades
! But also still so much to gain with 

current detector - L1, HLT, 
precision, ML

SMARTHEP - ETN

START PAGE

MARIE SKŁODOWSKA-CURIE ACTIONS

Innovative Training Networks (ITN)
Call: H2020-MSCA-ITN-2020

PART B

Synergies between MAchine learning, Real Time analysis
and Hybrid architectures for efficient Event Processing and decision making

SMARTHEP

This proposal is to be evaluated as:
ETN

Part B1 - Page 1 of 34
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Building Jet & MET from Bottom Up!
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Huge validation 
efforts! ! This cycle is here to stay, so need to:

! Maximise time on physics 
understanding

! Minimise time on technical overhead: 
Streamlining of JME workflows• Higher pileup and larger data volume


• Goals of increased efficiency and precision in all realms


• New sub-detectors to incorporate


• And more!

…with new goals and challenges

9

! Keep innovating:
! New detector upgrades
! But also still so much to gain with 

current detector - L1, HLT, 
precision, ML

! Hadronic final states are a major part of the LHC physics program: 
Backgrounds/signals/pileup 

! Wrapping up Run2 results and finishing up Run3 preparations. Close 
interplay with low-level reconstruction and PF group for best Jet/MET 
performance.
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UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI 
AND  

HELSINKI INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

Dear Dr. Henning Kirschenmann, 

I would like to offer you the position of a post-doctoral researcher in our CMS Experiment project at the 
Helsinki Institute of Physics, starting January 1st, 2017, and extending until the end of the current project on 
31st December, 2018. The contract is extendible by 3 years (up to December 2021) by mutual agreement, 
assuming the approval of the CMS Experiment project into the next 3-year period. 

Helsinki Institute of Physics coordinates the Finnish participation in the CERN experiments and is an inde-
pendent research institute within University of Helsinki, which is among the top 100 universities world-wide 
[1]. Finland participates in the CMS experiment and has leading roles in the tracker upgrade, tracker align-
ment, jet calibration and CMS OpenData. Our physics analyses cover topics varying from Charged Higgs 
searches and neutral Higgs searches to top quark mass measurements, b physics and jet physics. 

Our CMS Experiment group is composed of two professors (prof. Paula Eerola, director of HIP; asst. prof. 
Mikko Voutilainen), three senior scientists (Kati Lassila-Perini, Sami Lehti, Tapio Lampen) and six PhD stu-
dents (T. Järvinen, J. Pekkanen, J. Heikkilä, S. Laurila, J. Havukainen, H. Siikonen). We also enlist several 
emerita and adjoint scientists (J. Tuominiemi, T. Linden, L. Wendland, M. Kortelainen). 

Your responsibilities would include physics analysis, experimental physics responsibilities and leadership 
within CMS experiment (we especially encourage shift captain work, JEC EPR and development of your 
leadership within JetMET), supervision and advising of graduate students (in particular on SUSY Higgs 
searches and top quark mass), organization of national and international workshops and conferences, and 
actively applying for available funding (e.g. foundations post-doc pool, Academy of Finland post-docs, uni-
versity post-docs, as well as travel funding from various foundations). The position includes some outreach 
activities and 5% of teaching. 

We offer: 

• Nationally competitive salary (salary level 5/5, i.e. about 3500 €/month), which includes healthcare, social 
security and pension 

• Up to 4-month transition period at CERN before moving to Finland (remuneration 1500 €/month) 

• Travel budget of 5000 €/anno within the project budget constraints 

• Removal expenses of up to 2000 € 

We would like to hear back from you by November 29th, 2016, in order to be able to arrange the necessary 
paper work for next year in time for a January 1st—31st , 2017 start, given your positive reply. 

Best regards, 

Asst. prof. Mikko Voutilainen, 
Project leader of the CMS Experiment project at HIP 
University of Helsinki and Helsinki Institute of Physics 
In Helsinki on November 9th, 2016

[1] #91 (#96, #67) according to QS World University Ranking in 2016 (2015,2014). 
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Position, momentum 
of charged particles : 
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Energy of hadrons : 
p, n, π±, K ..

Position & momentum 
of μ±

Muon Chambers
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• HCAL installed secondary safety system to mitigate risk of damage from 
potential future transients.

• PS manufacturer working to understand and address 
• why the PS fails to read its calibration
• why the PS sends high voltage when the calibration fails

• Physics impact: 

• trigger rates are OK
• e!ect on MET resolution is small but measureable
• PF reconstruction reduces impact of loss.
• Additional modifications of reconstruction in progress to minimize impact.

HCAL endcap sectors 15/16  (cont'd)

39

Dark Ma

12

22V

10ms

• Following power interlock on June 30, two 
endcap sectors are not functional.
• 40° in one endcap, 2% of HCAL coverage.

• Five-week campaign led to full understanding:

• PS sent 22V/10ms pulse to detector
• exceeded its own 14V max rating
• damaged on-detector components with 

12V rating.

HCAL endcap sectors 15/16

• On power up after interlock, 10V power supply 
(PS) unable to read internal calibration.


